Revised DL 44/44C Applications (REV. 3/2016)

Effective: Immediately

New Information
The Driver License or Identification Card Application (DL 44, REV. 3/2016) and Commercial Driver License Application (DL 44C, REV. 3/2016) forms have been revised and are now available to order. The Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) will no longer accept DL 44/44C forms with a revision date prior to REV. 03/2016.

DL 44/44C (REV. 3/2016) Form Changes
The California Voter Registration Application form attached to the DL 44/44C has been eliminated and several changes have been made to the applications to assist applicants with voter registration. The Voter Registration section of the DL44/44C (REV. 03/2016) has been changed to add questions and additional content has been incorporated into the Information and Certifications page of the DL 44/44C (REV. 3/2016).

- The DL 44 (REV. 3/2016) is available in the following 10 languages:
  — English
  — Spanish
  — Chinese
  — Korean
  — Vietnamese
  — Tagalog
  — Japanese (new)
  — Hindi (new)
  — Thai (new)
  — Khmer (Cambodian) (new)
- The DL 44C (REV. 3/2016) will continue to be available in English/Spanish only.

Note: A DL 44/44C with errors or corrections is not acceptable. A new DL 44/44C is required.

Procedures
Destroy all prior revisions of the DL 44/44C and order the revised forms through normal supply channels.

Background
The paper California Voter Registration Application form is no longer attached to the DL 44/44C. Voter registration is now an automated process. Paper voter registration applications are still available at DMV field offices for applicants who wish to register to vote but do not need to complete a driver license and/or identification card transaction.
Distribution
Notification that this memo is available online at www.dmv.ca.gov/pubs/olin/olin was made via California DMV’s Automated E-mail Alert System in September 2016 to the following:
- All Email Alert Subscribers

Contact
Questions regarding this memo may be directed to OL Operations at (916) 229-3126.
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